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The 44 Sounds (Phonemes) of English

The  English  alphabet  has  26  letters,  made  up  of consonants and vowels. There  are
five vowels (a,e,i,,o,u)  and the rest are all consonants. In English,  pronunciation of words
centres upon syllables: a syllable is a unit of pronunciation which has one vowel sound, with
or without surrounding consonants, forming the whole or a part of a word.  For example,
there are two syllables in wa/ter and three in in/fer/no.

The sounds of spoken language are known as phonemes. Thus, /water/ has two syllables
but  four  phonemes:  w/a/t/er;  /inferno/  has  three  syllables  but  seven  phonemes:
i/n/f/e/r/n/o.  Do  not  be  fooled  into  thinking  that  the  each  letter  has  a  corresponding
phoneme, as in these two examples. A word like /tough/ has two syllables: t/ough and two
phonemes: t/ough.

A phoneme is a speech sound. It’s the smallest unit of sound that distinguishes one word
from another. Since sounds cannot be written, we use letters to represent or stand for the
sounds. In  English,  the  written  equivalent  of  sounds  or  phonemes  are  known
as graphemes.  A grapheme is the written representation (a letter or cluster of letters) of
one sound. It is generally agreed that there are approximately 44 sounds in English, with
some  variation  dependent  on  accent  and  articulation.  The  44  English  phonemes  are
represented  by  the  26  letters  of  the  alphabet  individually  and  in  combination.  Phonics
instruction  involves  teaching  the  relationship  between  sounds  and  the  letters  used  to
represent them. There are hundreds of spelling alternatives that can be used to represent
the 44 English phonemes. Only the most common sound / letter relationships need to be
taught  explicitly.  The  44  English  sounds  can  be  divided  into  two  major  categories  –
consonants and vowels. A consonant sound is one in which the air flow is cut off, either
partially or completely, when the sound is produced. In contrast, a vowel sound is one in
which the air flow is unobstructed when the sound is made. The vowel sounds are the music,
or movement, of our language. The 44 phonemes represented below are in line with the
International Phonetic Alphabet   or  IPA.
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VOWEL SOUNDS

SHORT VOWELS
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LONG VOWELS
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‘R’ CONTROLLED VOWELS
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CONSONANTS
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There are some letters that are used to write down sounds already represented by other
graphemes. For example we use the letter c to represent the /k/ sound (already represented
by the grapheme ‘k’) and the /s/ sound (already represented by the grapheme ‘s’).

               

                   * the q is always paired with the letter u.
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DIGRAPHS

STRESS AND INTONATION

All words of more than one syllable have what is called word stress.  This means that at least
one of the syllables is  l-o-n-g-e-r and louder than the other syllables.
 
In the following examples, stressed syllables are in capital letters:
  
PHOtograph      phoTOgraphy     photoGRAphic phoTOgrapher
PENcil                 comMITtee         volunTEER volunTArily
MARyland          soCIety                inforMAtion inFOrm
 
 
In many cases, word stress must simply be learned as new vocabulary is acquired.  However,
there are several rules for word stress which can make it easier to deal with.
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